November 22, 2021

Holly Vedova, Acting Director
Bureau of Competition
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20580
antitrust@ftc.gov

Before 12,560 people as of November 19, 2021.

Dear Director Vedova,

We are writing to provide new research indicating that the proposed $8.5 billion acquisition by Amazon.com, Inc. of Metro-Goldwyn Mayer Studios (MGM) may substantially lessen competition in the streaming video market and complimentary markets if it is allowed to proceed, and thus should be opposed by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). ¹

The proposed merger between Amazon and MGM has both vertical and horizontal aspects. The merger is vertical because Amazon operates a vertically-integrated streaming video-on-demand (SVOD) business that includes a leading distribution platform for streaming content, Prime Video. Amazon also operates in two complementary markets: It produces and sells leading streaming devices, Amazon’s Fire devices, which allow viewers to access multiple competing streaming platforms, and it provides essential cloud computing services, including to all of its major SVOD competitors. The merger is also horizontal because Amazon already controls, acquires and produces substantial content in the streaming video market, and MGM would add substantially to Amazon’s total content library.

Evidence indicates the merger would harm competition in both vertical and horizontal ways. As described in more detail below, our new research indicates:

1) **Amazon leads SVOD companies in controlling and producing content that is distributed exclusively through Amazon, which shuts out rival streamers.** Amazon has approximately 35,000 titles that are offered only on its platform, and the MGM merger would give Amazon control of the world’s largest contemporary film library, ² comprising an additional 21,000 titles. Industry data indicate Amazon has more content in development and production than other streamers, and its content-development budget is expected to further increase relative to peers.

Amazon’s current control over massive amounts of streaming content means the merger is likely to give Amazon greater incentive and power to exclude and discriminate against its competitors.

2) **Amazon’s content choices threaten to degrade the film-making ecosystem that supplies film content, which will lead to lower quality and choice for consumers.** Amazon makes film content decisions based on whether the content drives customers into its retail ecosystem, which has caused it to cancel popular and culturally ground-breaking new programming. Amazon’s influence on the health and diversity of the film-making industry is likely to be negative if the company is permitted to grow larger.

3) **Amazon is expanding its aggressive acquisition of distribution rights from filmmakers faster than rivals, leading to a greater possibility that an even larger share of video content will be available only on Amazon’s platform.** Amazon is aggressively pursuing exclusivity deals with filmmakers at a faster pace than rivals, and it restricts exhibition of its content in educational settings. Examples show that Amazon has acquired distribution rights that force new films directly to its streaming platform, bypassing movie theaters, even for films with high-profile filmmakers and stars. Because MGM’s content is currently available for distribution through other channels, including for educational screenings, the merger could have particularly negative impacts on the distribution of MGM content currently available outside of Amazon’s platform.

4) **Exorbitant cloud computing exit fees and other discriminatory tactics make Amazon’s ability to leverage its current power in complementary markets a material risk for streaming competitors.** Research indicates Amazon charges rivals exorbitant fees for certain cloud computing services that deter them from exiting Amazon’s AWS service. Information on Amazon’s pricing practices shows that the company has used aggressive discounting to help its Fire products become the market-leading streaming devices (tied with Roku) and then has used this market leverage to exclude or seek to exclude rivals from access to consumers.

5) **Data regarding estimated cost per title indicate Amazon Prime is priced below or far below all major rivals and probably priced below cost.** Pricing and title comparisons show Amazon may be pricing Prime Video below cost, a predatory tactic that allows Amazon to undercut rivals and prevent new entrants into the market who are unable to finance their streaming business from other lines of business. This pricing power could allow Amazon to drive rivals out of the market and raise prices in the future.

6) **Bolstering Amazon’s dominance of SVOD content could allow Amazon to utilize Prime Video to definitively monopolize e-commerce.** Amazon already occupies a dominant position in the retail e-commerce market, holding 41 percent with its nearest competitor at a distant 7 percent, and further data show Amazon uses Prime Video as a tool to enhance its retail position. Because Amazon already utilizes exclusionary and arguably predatory tactics to gain advantages over its rivals in the SVOD and complementary markets, and the merger would significantly strengthen
Amazon’s control over the SVOD content market, the merger with MGM may enable Amazon to illegally acquire unquestionable monopoly status in the retail e-commerce market.

The new data and research detailed below, which provide evidence of Amazon’s current market position and tactics, clearly indicate that allowing Amazon to acquire a large, historically- and culturally- valuable film library would substantially bolster its power in the streaming content market as well as adjacent or complimentary business lines, would greatly enhance Amazon’s incentive and ability to exclude and discriminate against rivals, and may even position Amazon to illegally monopolize the e-commerce market. Accordingly, the merger with MGM should be blocked.

1. **Amazon leads SVOD companies in controlling and producing content that is distributed exclusively on Amazon’s platform which shuts out rival streamers.**

Currently, Amazon has approximately 35,000 titles that are offered only on its platform, and the MGM merger would give Amazon control of the world’s largest contemporary film library, comprising an additional 21,000 titles. Amazon also has more content in development and production than other competing streamers, and its content-development budget is expected to further increase relative to peers. Amazon’s current control over massive amounts of streaming content means the merger is likely to give the company greater incentive and power to exclude and discriminate against its competitors.

**Amazon has the largest number of titles that currently appear only on its streaming platform compared to other streamers.**

Streaming video companies may control the content they exhibit on their platforms in multiple ways. One way is simply to acquire content and make it available only on their own platforms. Data show that, compared to any other streaming company, Amazon has the highest number of distinct titles, meaning the titles are currently not available to be streamed on any other competing platform. As reflected in Figure 1 below, as of July 2021 there were 34,887 movie and TV titles distinct to the Amazon Prime Video platform. Amazon’s closest competitor is a distant second with just under 20,000 titles.
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3 *Id.*

4 They may be unavailable on other platforms for multiple reasons, including that other platforms don’t want to include the content in their libraries, but content may also be unavailable because the streaming company that owns the title refuses to make it available through licensing or other arrangements to other streamers.

5 *Number of distinct titles (#) by SVOD service, AMPERE ANALYSIS, July 2021*, https://www.ampereanalysis.com/products/about/analytics-svod.
Amazon’s possession of the largest number of distinct titles among streaming companies points towards a high degree of content exclusivity, and further exclusion if Amazon’s content library is allowed to grow through the acquisition of MGM. MGM’s film library includes approximately 4,000 movies and 17,000 TV shows. As Figure 2 illustrates, if Amazon made these titles available only on its own streaming platform, this would increase the number of distinct titles available only on Amazon’s platform by 60 percent, to a total of approximately 56,000 titles.
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This new library would give Amazon significantly more power to discriminate against or exclude competitors from showing popular and culturally significant content—everything from *The Wizard of Oz* and *James Bond* to *Legally Blond*—on their rival platforms. And Amazon has every incentive to make its platform the exclusive source for this content: Viewers seeking access to these titles would also be additional subscribers to Prime and, importantly for Amazon, additional customers for its retail platform.\(^7\)

Amazon is already a leading in-house producer of content, which gives it further exclusive control over content.

Amazon produces substantial amounts of content in-house, a mark of deep vertical integration and further exclusive control over content. Streaming companies tend to retain exclusive control over content they produce themselves rather than distributing it to other platforms.\(^8\) Further, Amazon is the only leading SVOD service that has been a content producer as well as a distributor since the time it

---

7 *See infra section 2 regarding the emphasis Amazon places on using streaming video to drive customers to its retail platform.*

8 *See, e.g. Only on Netflix, NETFLIX, [https://www.netflix.com/browse/genre/839338](https://www.netflix.com/browse/genre/839338).*
launched its streaming platform.\textsuperscript{9} Since then, Amazon has steadily increased its in-house production activity. In 2020, Amazon produced 17 percent of its upcoming TV series in-house, compared with 12 percent for Netflix, the second-largest producer.\textsuperscript{10}

And data show Amazon is driving to increase its in-house content at a rapid speed. As Figure 3 below depicts, Amazon far outpaces competitors in content currently in development or production. According to industry data, while Amazon currently has 246 in-house productions in the development phase (meaning, in the planning or scripting phase), rival Netflix has only 43.\textsuperscript{11} Amazon Studios also currently has more films and television shows in production (actually filming) than at Netflix Studios.\textsuperscript{12}

![Figure 3: In-house content currently in development and production, Amazon and Netflix, November 2021](https://pro.imdb.com/company/co0319272/filmography)

Amazon is also increasing its investment in content at a significant pace as measured by spending on licensed and in-house produced content. Morgan Stanley projects that, even without the acquisition of MGM, Amazon’s content investment budget will grow at a compound annual growth rate of 15 percent through 2023.\textsuperscript{13} In 2022, Amazon Studios will release titles including a \textit{Lord of the Rings} TV series, which

\textsuperscript{9} See, e.g. commentary in Ken Basin, \textit{The Business of Television}, ROUTLEDGE, July 11, 2018, https://books.google.com/books?id=jbJdAAQBAJ\&newbks=0\&printsec=frontcover\&pg=PT42\&dq=amazon+started+its+streaming+service\&hl=en\&source=newbks\ fbv=onepage\&q=amazon%20started\%20its\%20streaming%20service\&f=false.


\textsuperscript{12} Id.

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Media: Shaken or Stirred – What’s the Future of the Movie Business?}, MORGAN STANLEY at 18, October 18, 2021.
is set to be the most expensive series ever made.\textsuperscript{14} Amazon reportedly spent $465 million on season one of \textit{Lord of the Rings} alone.\textsuperscript{15}

As reflected in Figure 4, industry data show that Amazon would also absorb a significant amount of ongoing in-house production activity with the acquisition of MGM. This includes 90 projects currently in development at MGM Studios.\textsuperscript{16}

![Figure 4: In-house content currently in development and production, Amazon, MGM and Netflix, November 2021](source)

\textit{Source: IMDBPro}

Currently, Amazon already has the largest and fastest-growing collection of titles available only on its own streaming platform. The prospect of Amazon acquiring a trove of additional MGM content to build on Amazon’s existing vast library should raise alarm bells. Such control clearly gives Amazon the ability and incentive to exclude rivals (as it already does), but with control over MGM’s vast library, Amazon may acquire enough market power over streaming content to raise prices for SVOD competitors or for SVOD consumers. Thus, the MGM merger risks enhancing Amazon’s power in the SVOD market in ways that may harm rivals and raise prices for consumers.

2. Amazon’s content choices threaten to degrade the film-making ecosystem that supplies film content, which will lead to lower quality and choice for consumers.


\textsuperscript{15} Id.

\textsuperscript{16} Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) profile, IMDBPro, \url{https://pro.imdb.com/}, (last accessed Nov. 16, 2021).
Amazon makes film content decisions based on whether it drives customers into its retail ecosystem, which has caused it to cancel popular and culturally ground-breaking new shows. This indicates Amazon’s influence on the health and diversity of the film-making industry is likely to be negative if Amazon is permitted to acquire MGM.

**Leaked documents suggest Amazon elevates retail marketing concerns over diversity and quality of content**

Amazon appears to measure the “success” of in-house produced video content based on whether it believes the video content has motivated customers to sign up for Prime membership on its e-commerce platform, which has implications for consumer choice and diversity in film content. Leaked internal documents show that Amazon linked content choices to whether that content pulls in new retail subscribers. Specifically, Amazon appeared to examine whether a specific show or film is a new Prime member’s “first stream” to determine whether that content is successful in driving the consumer into the Prime retail ecosystem, and it has canceled popular and critically-acclaimed shows with important, diverse content when that content is not “first stream.”

Internal documents reveal that Amazon discontinued two early, critically-acclaimed Amazon Studios productions that portrayed transgender and gender-equality issues – “Transparent” and “Good Girls Revolt,” respectively – after new Prime subscribers failed to stream this content as their “first stream” often enough. In the case of “Good Girls Revolt,” the decision to cancel was reportedly made by an all-male team at Amazon Studios led by its then-president, Roy Price. The creator of the show, Dan Calvo, expressed surprise at Amazon’s decision given the critical success of the show, which Amazon executives had told him was a metric they cared about. Amazon’s refusal to share overall viewership data with filmmakers meant that Calvo was unable to point to any data to make a case against cancellation. The cancellation was surprising because third-party analysis suggested the show had the strongest following among the ‘female aged 18-to-49’ demographic of any Amazon content.

It is unclear how many other filmmakers have been excluded from Amazon’s SVOD platform in this arbitrary manner. But the leaked information indicates Amazon has both the incentive and the ability to exercise its control over content in a manner that may limit consumer choice in important ways by tying content choice to retail success rather than elevating values such as quality and diversity. Allowing Amazon to acquire a further, substantial swath of video content would position Amazon to exercise even greater dominance in the SVOD market, which could negatively impact the quality and diversity of content.

---


18 Reuters, supra n.17.
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video content available to consumers, and, relatedly, degrade the health of the market for video content.

3. **Amazon is expanding its aggressive acquisition of distribution rights from filmmakers faster than rivals, leading to a greater possibility that an even larger share of video content will be available only on Amazon’s platform.**

Amazon is completing aggressive deals that take the maximum distribution rights – including educational distribution – from filmmakers at a faster pace than rivals. When it makes deals with filmmakers, Amazon often seeks to acquire various, expansive bundles of distribution rights such as wall-to-wall exclusive distribution rights in the U.S. (including educational and community showings), exclusive distribution rights for certain time periods, and worldwide geographic rights, for example. Amazon also appears to be signing contracts with creators for exclusive distribution rights to their future content far more frequently than other SVOD companies: Industry data show that, as of November 2021, Amazon’s use of such exclusivity deals has increased at a compound annual growth rate of 50 percent since 2018. This is double the growth rate of Amazon’s closet rival Netflix in terms of this contractual practice.22

Exclusive distribution or “all-rights” deals are harmful to filmmakers and consumers and are increasingly common. In February 2020, French Minister of Culture Frank Riester called out streaming platforms, including Amazon Prime Video explicitly, for their practice of buying “all rights without limitation of territory or duration.”23 To prevent this practice, French law now provides that contracts negotiated with streamers must include standard clauses that limit the extent to which these companies can make content exclusive to their platform.24

In the U.S., however, there are no restrictions on forming exclusive or all-rights distribution agreements for content, and several recent examples illustrate Amazon’s proclivity and power to conclude all-rights deals. In 2017, Amazon Studios secured exclusive rights to four different films with Woody Allen.25 The contract granted Amazon exclusive worldwide distribution rights and also permitted Amazon to seek to shorten the window for the content’s theatrical release below 90 days.26

---

22 Data provided by Studio System database show that Netflix has increased its use of exclusive overall, production and development deals for content at a compound annual growth rate of 25 percent (2018-2021 YTD). In 2021, for example, Netflix has so far concluded 17 of said deals compared to seven in 2018. Over the same period, Studio System data show that Amazon has increased its use of exclusive overall, production and development deals for content at a compound annual growth rate of 50 percent. In 2021, Amazon has so far concluded 10 of said deals, growing from a 2018 base of just two according to [Studio System database](https://app.studiosystem.com/) (last accessed November 10, 2021).

23 Frank Riester, *Speech by Minister of Culture, on the occasion of his hearing by the Committee on Cultural Affairs and Education of the National Assembly on the audiovisual bill*, MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE, Feb. 26, 2020, [https://www.culture.gouv.fr/en/Presse/Discours/](https://www.culture.gouv.fr/en/Presse/)


In a recent deal for distribution of the Eddie Murphy film *Coming to America 2*, Amazon did block the movie from being distributed through channels other than its SVOD platform, including movie theaters. The studio that produced this content – Paramount Pictures – had originally intended for it to have theatrical distribution. However, after Amazon acquired the worldwide rights to distribution for a reported $125 million, this title was released exclusively on Amazon’s SVOD platform with no theatrical release.

Amazon is also pursuing exclusive streaming rights with respect to highly sought-after sports content as well. It is seeking to acquire exclusive rights to stream selective sporting events including Thursday night NFL football in the U.S., English Premier League Football matches in Europe, and other popular sports events in Italy, Germany, and India that it hopes will drive viewers to its e-commerce platform.

Indeed, although some streaming platforms choose to release content in theaters before providing it to stream on their platforms, Amazon has a unique incentive to horde content just for its platform: attracting viewers to Prime Video in order to drive them to Amazon’s retail platform. As Jeff Bezos famously said, “When we win a Golden Globe, it helps us sell more shoes.” These examples also illustrate Amazon’s power to demand exclusivity over content and shut down alternative means of distribution even for well-established Hollywood figures. In comparison, the ecosystem of small and up-and-coming film makers and production companies has virtually no bargaining power to retain any distribution rights whatsoever. Filmmakers express concern that SVOD companies’ exclusive deals will drive consolidation in the filmmaking industry. Fewer content-providers would, in turn, amplify Amazon’s power and limit consumer choice. Amazon’s current use of its market power to demand expansive distribution rights already harms filmmakers and consumer choice.

Moreover, an Amazon acquisition of MGM would threaten MGM content – both current and planned – because Amazon could impose exclusive distribution policies on MGM’s films that are currently available through venues other than Amazon’s streaming platform. At present, content from MGM’s library is available for educational distribution. Swank Motion Pictures currently licenses content from MGM’s library for use in educational settings, and it is also currently possible to request educational use of MGM content through the studio’s media licensing portal. Similarly, MGM has theatrical and other distribution rights to at least 16 upcoming films that are either awaiting release or are in production.

---
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including titles such as *Legally Blonde 3.*\(^{35}\) If Amazon acquires MGM, however, Amazon seems particularly likely to halt both theatrical and educational distribution of MGM content and confine distribution to its platform. Not only does Amazon generally not permit educational use of its content,\(^{36}\) but it also has a strong incentive to drive customers to its streaming platform and thereby connect them to its retail platform. Eliminating educational distribution would deprive certain consumers such as students or people with low income who rely on libraries for media of the opportunity to view MGM content. Keeping planned and future MGM films out of movie theaters would limit consumer choice and increase Amazon’s SVOD market share and power.

4. **Exorbitant cloud computing exit fees and other discriminatory tactics make Amazon’s ability to leverage its current power in complimentary markets a material risk for streaming competitors.**

Research indicates Amazon charges rivals exorbitant fees for certain cloud computing services that deter rivals from exiting Amazon’s AWS service. Information on discounts shows Amazon has used aggressive discounting to help its Fire streaming devices reach the top spot in the market for such devices – currently tied with Roku – and then has used its Fire TV leverage to exclude rivals in multiple ways, leading some competitors to identify the possibility of Amazon leveraging its dominance as a material risk. Amazon’s current exclusionary practices signal that Amazon will exclude rivals from these complementary markets if the merger is allowed to proceed.

*Amazon charges fees exponentially higher than other services for rivals to move data from Amazon’s cloud computing service, making AWS reliance a material risk for rivals.*

Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides back-end computing services for major streaming rivals including Netflix, Disney, HBO, and Hulu. Amazon itself publicly acknowledges that market-leader Netflix is one of AWS’ largest customers, and notes that this competitor “relies on AWS.”\(^{37}\) This relationship has become a material competitive risk for companies that compete against Amazon simultaneously in the SVOD market, and Amazon has actively leveraged this reliance by making it costly for SVOD competitors to switch to alternative cloud computing providers.

AWS clients incur fees known as “egress fees” when moving data out of Amazon's cloud or to AWS servers in different geographic regions. An analysis of publicly available AWS pricing information shows that the egress fees Amazon charges AWS customers for moving data out of its cloud to another provider greatly exceed industry norms, with business users of AWS in the US paying 80 times Amazon’s costs for egress fees.\(^{38}\) Meanwhile, the majority of other cloud providers in the industry, including Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud, substantially discount or entirely waive egress fees when sending

---


traffic from their network to a peer service. Industry observers have described this Amazon practice as a form of “price gouging” aimed at deterring customers from defecting to rival services.

In corporate filings, Netflix acknowledges that its reliance on AWS services has become a material competitive risk and alludes to the difficulty it experiences reducing its reliance on Amazon’s service:

Currently, we run the vast majority of our computing on AWS. Given this, along with the fact that we cannot easily switch our AWS operations to another cloud provider, any disruption of or interference with our use of AWS would impact our operations and our business would be adversely impacted. While the retail side of Amazon competes with us, we do not believe that Amazon will use the AWS operation in such a manner as to gain competitive advantage against our service, although if it was to do so it could harm our business.

Similarly, Fubo, a relative newcomer to the streaming industry, also relies on AWS for cloud computing services and identifies its use of AWS as a material risk to its business. By exploiting reliance on its cloud service, Amazon also raises costs for its SVOD rivals, who incur its exorbitant egress charges when transferring data to AWS servers in a different geographic region. Internal AWS sales figures show that Netflix’s spending on egress fees increased by over 50 percent between 2017 and 2018. In 2018, Netflix spent more than any other AWS customer on egress fees, with the exception of the social media company Pinterest. Since 2018, the egress fees AWS charges in North America and Europe have not dropped even as research indicates that key egress costs in those geographic areas over the same period have fallen by over 50 percent.

The reliance of other SVOD companies on AWS and Amazon’s exorbitant egress fees produce significant revenue for Amazon. It is estimated that Netflix’s AWS cloud services expenses could be $84 million per month, which would make them Netflix’s second-largest cost, behind the costs associated with content.

As this shows, Amazon’s existing vertical integration and power in the cloud computing market already give Amazon the ability and incentive to prejudice its competitors. By raising rivals’ costs through an input Amazon controls, Amazon is engaging in classic anticompetitive behavior, even without the addition of MGM to its business portfolio. Adding additional content to Amazon’s library, while Amazon
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44 THE CLOUDFLARE BLOG, supra n.38.
is already discriminating against rivals in an adjacent market, would further empower Amazon to discriminate against rivals and result in harm to competition.

Amazon used arguably predatory tactics to gain streaming device market power and now uses that power in several exclusionary ways against rivals.

As Figure 5 shows, Amazon is tied as of 2021 with Roku as leader of the U.S. market for streaming devices.46

To acquire its dominant position in the streaming device market, Amazon has utilized several aggressive, arguably anticompetitive business practices. Amazon has refused to sell rival streaming products, including Apple and Google’s streaming devices, on its dominant e-commerce marketplace.47 Amazon’s closest competitor in streaming devices, Roku, reported to shareholders that the possibility Amazon will refuse to promote or offer the Roku device on its retail platform is a material risk.48 Amazon has also reportedly taken deliberate steps to make it difficult for Prime viewers to watch Prime on rivals’ services and devices.49 Finally, as detailed in an earlier SOC letter to the Commission,50 Amazon has leveraged its dominance in the complementary streaming device market by refusing to permit SVOD rivals to access consumers through its Fire devices unless they agree to terms highly favorable to Amazon regarding, for example, advertising revenue and the control of user data in exchange for access.51

46 Amazon Fire devices include Firestick, Fire TV and Fire Kindle, all of which potentially provide viewers to multiple subscriber platforms to the extent Amazon allows such access through its Fire devices.


49 FORBES, supra n.47.


Amazon also regularly discounts its Fire streaming devices and even sells this and other technology below cost in an apparent strategy to gain market share. Research from 2012 shows, for example, that Amazon was then losing approximately $2.00 on every Kindle Fire device sold. Third-party research also shows Amazon devices are offered at discount more often than at regular prices. Although Amazon has told Congress, under oath, that “does not offer its private brand products at a regular price below the cost of goods,” tellingly, Jeff Bezos has also said publicly, “We want to make money when people use our devices, not when they buy our devices.”

These tactics are classic exclusionary activity, and because they are taking place before Amazon has acquired MGM, the Commission not need predict or speculate about whether Amazon has the ability or incentive to discriminate against and exclude rivals in this complementary market, because it is already doing so.

5. Data regarding estimated cost per title indicate Amazon Prime is priced below or far below all major rivals and likely priced below cost.
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54 Amazon sells the Kindle Fire at a loss because it makes so much money on media, VENTURE BEAT, Jan. 19, 2012, [https://venturebeat.com/2012/01/19/amazon-sells-the-kindle-fire-at-a-loss-because-it-makes-so-much-money-on-media/](https://venturebeat.com/2012/01/19/amazon-sells-the-kindle-fire-at-a-loss-because-it-makes-so-much-money-on-media/).
Pricing and title comparisons show Amazon is probably pricing Prime Video below cost, a predatory tactic that allows Amazon to undercut rivals and prevent new entrants into the market who are unable to finance their streaming business from other lines of business. This could allow Amazon to drive rivals out of the market and raise prices in the future.

Amazon offers Prime Video SVOD service at no extra cost to U.S. consumers as part of its Prime membership program even though, unlike other “free” SVOD services such as Peacock, Prime Video is not supported by advertising revenue. Although Amazon does not provide a full breakdown of the revenue and costs for the video components of Amazon Prime membership in its financial statements, the consensus view among analysts is that Amazon operates its streaming service at a loss. Competition authorities outside of the U.S., including in France, have singled out this business model and how it contrasts with many of the company’s SVOD competitors.

Calculations show Amazon Prime is priced far below competitors. As Figure 6 shows, even if one ascribes the entire Prime subscription price to the SVOD component of Prime membership (thereby assuming the price for Prime fulfillment-and-delivery cost as zero), Amazon’s price-per-title still falls far below its competitors. Based on this extreme assumption, Amazon’s video price is still significantly lower than all of its primary competitors, at just under $0.50 per 1,000 titles.
Data compiled by Ampere Analysis from 2021 suggest that approximately 36 percent of Prime members actively stream content from Prime Video. Other market research has indicated that as little as 10 percent of Prime members subscribed primarily to use the SVOD service. These figures suggest the portion of Prime prices attributable to video are even lower than estimated above.

Pricing its SVOD service far below competitors – and likely below cost – unfairly disadvantages Amazon’s current rivals and raises entry barriers to potential new rivals who will be unable to compete at below-cost prices. Amazon is prepared to spend $8.5 billion to add substantially to its film stable, but it is implausible that the cost of MGM was generated by, or will be recovered by, Prime Video subscription fees under Amazon’s current model. Amazon’s strategy of operating a line of business unprofitably for long periods of time is a recognizable predatory tactic the corporation has used repeatedly to grow its vast market power, and which it uses to favor its products and services and unfairly prejudice its rivals in the SVOD market.

Source: Number of titles in respective streaming library / cost of subscription (2021).

This figure ascribes the entire cost of Prime membership to the Prime Video SVOD service component and zero to the expedited shipping service element of the Prime program, an extreme assumption to illustrate the low cost-per-title relative to Amazon’s SVOD competitors. Figures include only titles that are available to subscribers without an additional fee.

Figure 6: Streaming service cost per 1,000 titles, selected streaming services, 2021

Pricing its SVOD service far below competitors – and likely below cost – unfairly disadvantages Amazon’s current rivals and raises entry barriers to potential new rivals who will be unable to compete at below-cost prices. Amazon is prepared to spend $8.5 billion to add substantially to its film stable, but it is implausible that the cost of MGM was generated by, or will be recovered by, Prime Video subscription fees under Amazon’s current model. Amazon’s strategy of operating a line of business unprofitably for long periods of time is a recognizable predatory tactic the corporation has used repeatedly to grow its vast market power, and which it uses to favor its products and services and unfairly prejudice its rivals in the SVOD market.


6. Bolstering Amazon’s dominance of SVOD content could allow Amazon to utilize Prime Video to definitively monopolize e-commerce

As of October 2021, Amazon holds a dominant 41 percent share of the US retail e-commerce market. Amazon’s next closest competitor, Walmart, holds just 7 percent of the US retail e-commerce market. Amazon grew exponentially during the pandemic, posting a whopping 220 percent increase in profits in the first quarter of 2021 compared to Q1 of 2020.

Amazon’s ability to attract shoppers to its Prime membership program is key to enabling the company to acquire market share in e-commerce. Prime members make the majority of purchases on Amazon’s Marketplace. In October 2020, for example, Amazon Prime members accounted for an estimated 68 percent of Amazon shoppers. Prime shoppers also tend to spend four times more than non-Prime shoppers on Amazon.

One of the ways in which Amazon attracts consumers to the Prime program is by investing in the SVOD component of Prime membership. Internal documents leaked to Reuters show that Amazon makes SVOD content decisions on the basis of whether they attract consumers to sign up as Prime members.

These documents show that the company attributed just one popular title, *The Man in the High Castle*, as having attracted 1.15 million new Prime sign-ups. With MGM, Amazon would be acquiring an immense and lucrative film library – which includes scores of popular movie titles such as the James Bond movies, *Rain Man*, and *Hannibal*, and in-demand television such as *Vikings*, *The Handmaid’s Tale* and *Fargo*. Thus the opportunities for Amazon to scale up its Prime membership base, and by extension its market share in retail e-commerce, are considerable.
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66 Marc Bain, Prime has never been more important to Amazon, QUARTZ, May 3, 2021, https://qz.com/2004369/the-pandemic-made-prime-even-more-valuable-to-amazon/.
69 Bond movies are the first, fourth, fifth and seventh highest grossing movies produced by MGM, Rain Main is the second highest, and Hannibal is the sixth. https://www.the-numbers.com/box-office-records/worldwide/all-movies/theatrical-distributors/mgm.
70 https://www.imdb.com/search/title/?companies=co0071026.
It is no secret that Amazon’s historical growth strategy has emphasized taking market share regardless of profitability— and it is equally clear that this strategy has succeeded. Amazon not only sacrificed overall profitability but has also, many believe, operated several business segments below cost or at a loss in order to establish greater presence and market share in those segments, including logistics (Prime Delivery) and Prime Video. Both of these specific growth tactics support the thesis that the primary purpose of Prime, for Amazon, is to drive customers to its e-commerce platform to enable it to become even more dominant in retail e-commerce.

Although being a monopoly is not in itself illegal, Amazon may not acquire or maintain a monopoly through predatory or exclusionary means. As described above, the MGM merger is likely to significantly bolster Amazon’s control over SVOD content in ways that could enable substantial exclusion of rivals. This is in addition to Amazon’s existing exclusionary tactics in complementary markets (cloud computing and streaming devices) as well as arguably predatory pricing practices that have enabled Amazon’s growth in both Prime segments, delivery/logistics and streaming video. The evidence on these practices, together with data on Amazon’s current retail e-commerce dominance, suggest that permitting this acquisition could position Amazon to utilize its SVOD position unfairly to acquire unquestionable monopoly status in the retail e-commerce market.

Conclusion

The research detailed above shows that Amazon already controls substantial video content distinct to its Prime platform at numbers that far exceed competitors, and is a leading in-house producer of content. Prominent rivals of Amazon who are also its customers in cloud computing and streaming devices have identified their reliance on Amazon as a material risk to their business, indicating the ability Amazon currently has to exclude and discriminate against rivals. The number of content deals with exclusivity rights for Amazon is growing at a high rate, and the fact that Amazon can divert films from theater releases to exclusive platform distribution even for high-profile filmmakers and film stars shows that most filmmakers are increasingly unlikely to retain any significant distribution rights in deals with Amazon. At the same time, Amazon appears to elevate retail marketing concerns over diversity or quality of content, because it has canceled shows that do not appear to drive new customers into retail e-commerce. Finally, even using extremely conservative estimates of Prime Video’s subscription price, Amazon’s price of less than $.50 per 1,000 titles is significantly below all major competitors, suggesting Amazon is attempting to undercut rivals to gain market share by pricing Prime Video below cost.

Amazon’s broad-ranging tactics across its business, which the company has utilized to grow its market power in the SVOD and other markets, in conjunction with Amazon’s immense content library, indicate that Amazon is striving to become not only the world’s largest retailer but also the world’s largest
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streaming video company. Our research indicates Amazon is well on its way. The MGM merger would bolster Amazon’s position in streaming content, which would augment Amazon’s power to exert even greater leverage over rivals and filmmakers in myriad ways. Such growth is almost certain to harm the ecosystem of filmmakers on which consumers, in turn, depend for socially- and culturally-relevant content. The merger between MGM and Amazon should be blocked because it would clearly enhance Amazon’s power and ability to exclude and discriminate against rivals, and would be likely to negatively affect the market for film content and, ultimately, consumer quality and choice.
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